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Address DayGlass 
Hastanesi Mah. Hadımköy İstanbul Cad. Nr.: 12/1 Arnavutköy,  
Istanbul

Country Türkiye

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Hardened laminated glass

Hardened glass is characterized by excellent durability and temperature change resistance and combines security and aesthetics. It is suitable for use
in all possible places.

Tinted glass

An entertaining way to give rooms and patterns! Printed glasses give your rooms with special patterns and graphics an artistic touch.

Double insulated glass

Double isolated glass offers excellent performance in thermal insulation and maintains the inner temperature while at the same time increasing energy
efficiency. The connection of comfort and design.

CNC glass processing

The combination of artistic details and sensitivity! CNC glass processing brings your individual designs to life in a unique way. It is ideal to expand the
limits of glass art.

Hardened glass

Hardened glass is characterized by excellent durability and temperature change resistance and combines security and aesthetics. It is suitable for use
in all possible places.

Company Profile of DayGlass

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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